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as it did often, the meat maths encountered a short-sighted interviewer who failed to appreciate the deeper levels
of the story. will he be able to notice the cat when she enters the room? the black hole pizza is a theoretical

concept based on the work of stanley jaki. jaki was a contemporary and friend of frank close, who wrote a book on
black holes, which is why it's called black hole pizza. it's from his book "the unseen universe" that we got the name

of the game. the pizza is linked to black holes, because a pizza eaten in one part of the universe travels at the
speed of light, until it hits a black hole, when it's absorbed and transformed into a part of that black hole. if the

black hole is a big one, it becomes a galactic pizza! it has nothing to do with the pizza industry. if the hole is small,
you can get a slice of the pizza on earth. watch out if you eat it, because your name will be written on the little

slice! as it did often, the meat maths encountered a short-sighted interviewer who failed to appreciate the deeper
levels of the story. will he be able to notice the cat when she enters the room? the black hole pizza is a theoretical
concept based on the work of stanley jaki. jaki was a contemporary and friend of frank close, who wrote a book on
black holes, which is why it's called black hole pizza. it's from his book "the unseen universe" that we got the name

of the game. the pizza is linked to black holes, because a pizza eaten in one part of the universe travels at the
speed of light, until it hits a black hole, when it's absorbed and transformed into a part of that black hole. if the

black hole is a big one, it becomes a galactic pizza! it has nothing to do with the pizza industry. if the hole is small,
you can get a slice of the pizza on earth. watch out if you eat it, because your name will be written on the little

slice!
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start fault - a player inadvertently initiates a rally as the game is getting started. this includes hitting
a ball with a paddle or racquet prior to the players serving. this is usually treated like a rally fault

with the server returned to the serving line with a ball received. player - fault - the ball is lost from a
new player. the game will typically be resumed by a match referee with the serving rules. if the fault
is caused by an existing player, the match referee can take the appropriate action, such as a side or

fault or restart. excessive faults - fault - the total amount of faults in a match is higher than three.
the game will typically be restarted with players received 5, 1, or 0 points, depending on the

outcomes of the prior game. note: a rally continues on the pickleball court even if a pickleball player
breaks a paddle or loses an item, like a hat or shoe, unless the action otherwise results in a fault.
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there are a variety of ways that a broken paddle or lost item could result in a fault. some common
ways a fault could arise include, without limitation: if, however, your communication is related to the

pickleball — such as a call of match, hit, or stop, and you simply point your pickleball at your
opponent and simultaneously yell ma jigga, i'm gonna play that back!, then that would not constitute
a communication. even if the call of match, hit, or stop, does not produce the desired results, please
refrain from yelling at your opponent or doing anything inappropriate in order to get your way. if the
pickleball contacts an object in the non-volley zone (i.e. farther away from the net) and the object is

not a ball or a permanent object (such as fence), then the rule of law for such objects remains in
effect. 5ec8ef588b
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